DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

LORETO COLLEGE

Event: Creative Writing Competition

Theme: Pandemic and the Changing Role of Education

Guidelines:

- The year 2020 has brought in sudden changes in lives of people all across the globe. While on one hand it has instilled fear, panic, loss and a sense of helplessness, on the other it has evolved a spirit of cooperation, concern, display of humane qualities, unconditional dedication and service amongst people much beyond the geographical boundaries. Just as other facets of life have undergone unprecedented changes so has been the field of education. During the last few months the Educator sector has subjected students, teachers and academicians to adapt to new learning experiences in content, delivery mechanisms, teaching methodologies besides coping with a diverse gamut of technological interventions and challenges.

- The event will be only for the Education Honours Semester II and Semester IV students.

- Participants must compose a write-up on any ONE of the sub themes specified but in the context of Pandemic:
  1. Accessibility to Alternative modes of Education
  2. Have Virtual Classrooms superseded Real Classrooms?
  3. Is Virtual Medium of Education transcending the Gap
  4. Using Online Educational Delivery Mechanisms for Teachers: A Challenge or Mode for Personal and Professional Development

- Papers within 1000 words using MS format, font size 12 with New Times Roman font with 1.5 spacing to be submitted in soft versions (pdf). The content prepared should be original and if organizers come across of any copyright infringement issue the entry will stand cancelled.

  Only one entry per participant is allowed.

- The entries must be submitted via mail to dept.edu@yahoo.com by May 02, 2020

- A maximum of 30 students can participate in the competition (in order of confirmation via email). Those willing to participate must therefore give their names by sending a confirmation mail to the Head of the Department via the above mentioned email id. The names need to be submitted by 27th April, 2020; after which no names will be taken.

- The best five entries will be notified, (the date for which will be announced later)